ELEVATE YOUR EXPECTATIONS.
Amp up that beautiful outlook with gold-standard skin care, luxurious body products and tried-and-true favorites this spring!

AMPLIFY YOUR AGE-FIGHTING.
This two-step dermocosmetic system features retinol 0.5 and calm + restore facial milk.

New!
Mary Kay Clinical Solutions™
Retinol 0.5 Set, $120

PURE, POTENT RETINOL
This gold-standard ingredient is recommended by dermatologists to help prevent and reverse the visible signs of aging.
NEW! Mary Kay Clinical Solutions™
Retinol 0.5, $78

CALM AND HYDRATE SKIN.
Plant oils (coconut, jojoba seed, safflower and olive) deliver a power shot of rich fatty acids to nourish and soothe skin during the retinization process.
NEW! Mary Kay Clinical Solutions™
Calm + Restore Facial Milk, $50

BELIEVE IN LIFE’S POSSIBILITIES.
Follow your dreams to a woody citrus floral fragrance designed to awaken your imagination.
NEW! Limited-Edition†
Mary Kay
If You Believe™
Eau de Toilette, $36

AFTER FUN IN THE SUN
This cooling, refreshing, hydrating gel leaves skin feeling soft and silky after a day in the sun.
Special-Edition†
Mary Kay® Sun Care
After-Sun Replenishing Gel, $15

FOR YOUR FAUX GLOW
Build up gorgeous color in about a week with a formula that slides on evenly and absorbs quickly.
Special-Edition†
Mary Kay® Sun Care
Subtle Tanning Lotion,* $18

CLEAR THE WAY FOR COLOR!
This cute, convenient, Mary Kay-branded bag is the ultimate ride-along for all your color essentials.
Special-Edition† Mary Kay® Travel Color Bag, $16

*Available while supplies last  †Does not contain sunscreen and does not protect against the sun  All prices are suggested retail.
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